
yon ha r
° 'laS a C0ll8'* which is irritating and frequent ;

"atura/'6 3" up,leava* °f tbe whole chest; you have also the
of ,ilcs nervousness of the patient due to the disease. All
tiljstaci e must he overcome. Personality overcomes some

c°caiu 6S\«,? coca'n overcomes decidedly more, so we use
a Sa(

" Ve do not use, as has been mentioned by Dr. Dixon,
lint w

a «olntion of cocain and epinephrin in these cases,
«-0 1)cre anesthetize the pharynx and the epiglottis with a
lie an Ce.nt-, cocain solution. The trachea and bronchi can

'amp0|eS. 1<J.tized« if necessary. This is applied with a

iiiy niet.a ,
a *onR applicator. In my former paper I gave

l'unie bat °f app,«yinE this to the trachea. Patients do not
liad c •

*°r l'lc e*^ect of the cocain. Any one who has
the sccon'-l app,icd to his throat will not come back for
the otl -e '* tie did not receive some benefit from
fact th1Cr m.et''c'nal agents which have been applied. In
but pie C0Ca'n absorbed from mucous membrane is anything
* have S¿n^' ^ney c°me back because we have helped them,
the anni•

wn y°« a tube or applicator which I devised for
"°t at tîC-at'°" °* '1'g'1 fi'ecluency »bra violet rays. We are

ject, by« lls t,me ahle to give any definite data on the sub-
°k im We l'1'n'< 't is an agent which all investigators should

various VA,'1ER Jackson, Pittsburgh: One by one the
far as' Par.ts °f the human body are being subjected, so

s«-ope •r>oss'''«e> to examination by the eye. If the broncho-
•t deser ***? t0 attanl t'16 f*1** measure of usefulness which
""der 1

eS| " W'" ')e "ecessary to do the bronchoscopy either
or loc-ii°Ca anesthesia or without any anesthesia, general
his pa'.-' c '»ternist, rightfully, will object to subjecting
Might •

ent t0 a Seneral anesthetic, when the symptoms are

Hostie' b" °lller words> i" that early stage in which a diag-
"''ffere .r°nc,10SC0Py is particularly indicated. This is very
Opera« *r°m thc foreign body bronchoscopy, in which the
aPPeal« 1S ?ei"fectly justified in using any anesthetic that
his pe

m as best in the particular case according to
iise „orSOnal ecl_uation. In our clinic, Dr. Patterson and I
a8e« • anest'lctic at all in children under about 10 years of
hr0,ici those above this age local anesthesia is used in
eral • SC0Py.and direct laryngoscopy. We do not use gen-
'aryiu. C esia for either bronchoscopv, esophagoscopy or

'«-suits fCOpy" D!"- R- H- J.ohnston tells me he gets good
'"ion f'0m a'yP'n anesthesia. In any case requiring repe-
alled 1 Procedure the danger of drug habit, as men-

shouid h <~0tt' ls very ßreat, and I think all such work
in wj. ?e done without any anesthetic. There is one point««¡dp',01 our experience does not coincide with that of Dr.
<lirect .' nave never yet found it impossible to do a

c°tild Srj llg0.SC0Py or a bronchoscopy on any patient who
Dr. ]i0{).Cn n's mouth. Possibly our turn is yet to come.

ioi-eij,,1 ,
tls point ln regard to the danger of seizing a

Cannot l w'*n a snare or any other instrument which
Us ])e- e made to let go if it is necessary appeals to me

iiei,Cemg cxceedingly valuable. I never had that expe-
a hron ,HU once i" the early days of bronchoscopy. I had
iected. 110SC0Pe fastened in a bronchus by a pin being pro-
P*int e \ C?1'8'1 through the holes of the bronchoscope, the
Sc°Pe o" ,.mg t,,e opposite wall. The transfixed broncho-
foreeps tt' "0t be Wlthdrawn until I broke the pin with
"•°difïed il

S tW0 fragments out sepanately. I have since
caniiot i holes in the bronchoscope so that this accident
lut ker i «

again- Dr« Hubbard's point about the pea-
"PPly o 'i, IS a'so excellent; but it seems to me it would
•he distâV l° peailut kernels not too large to be drawn into

end of the hmnrlinsrnnp T.anrpr frairinents wouldCruel i i uioneuoseope. i^aigcr «ragmeni*. wouiu

¡"K the Ci l'le forcing shut of the forcep's jaws enter-
'" regard

° moutn- * wish to emphasize Dr. Iglauer's caution
aiiythj t0 the use of radium. We have not used it for
'i(;"'gn excePt cancer. Overdosage, especially in case of a

"lade by8n Wtu migllt end in disaster. I think the point
'IQdy in t]T ^os«*er in regard to the movement of a foreign
r<;"iarks h*2 esop',aSus is most important. Dr. Skillern's
^'''Pliasisa <Rt l'1C tlme required for bronchoscopy deserve
.-ay's w0'rk "ronc'ioscopy hastily done in between a hard
'S "Ot con °-n tons''s' adenoids and other routine surgery

uucive to the best results. The experience of Dr.

Dixon corresponds with that eff Dr. Patterson and many
others.

Dr. W. R. Buck, Canton, Ohio: I should like to ask Dr.
Jackson if he has had any experience with direct laryngos-
copy after thyrotomy, and other laryngeal .operations.

Dr. Jackson : Any operation on the neck is apt to create
adhesions that will make direct laryngoscopy more difficult ;
but '

we have not yet encountered a case in which it could
not be done. We have many patients, especially children,
who have had papillomas or diphtheria in whom thyrotomy
or laryngostomy has previously been done. In any of these
cases exposure of the larynx is made easy by inserting the
laryngoscope at the side of the tongue instead of over the
dorsum. This docs away with the necessity of so much dis-
placement. External esophagotomy may render esophagOS-
copy exceedingly difficult; but with care and patience the
esophagoscope, as well as the bronchoscope, can be introduced
in any patient who can open his mouth.

HEALTH INSURANCE AND THE MEDI-
CAL PROFESSION

ALEXANDER LAMBERT, M.D.
Chairman, Committee on Social Insurance, American Medical Association

NEW YORK

At the recent Conference on Social Insurance, at
Washington, several medical men voiced the opinion
that it would be possible to give better medical service
to sick persons of moderate means and to the sick poor
than is given today. True, in many of the hospitals,
the sick poor now receive the best that medicine can
give. The rich and the well-to-do can buy an equally
good service. But it is impossible for self-respecting
people of small means who pay their bills to obtain
from the profession the medical services they should
have or for the profession to give them this desired
grade of service under present conditions. The science
of medicine has grown so extensively that no one man
can give everything to his patients. There must be
the cooperation of several men to obtain really ade-
quate medical service today. This is best perfected
in the group method as seen in the team work in well
organized hospitals.

To obtain more effective measures of caring for the
sick poor or for those of small means in a community
has been the aim of the framers of the health insurance
bill of the American Association for Labor Legisla-
tion. Whenever compulsory health insurance has gone
into operation, an amount of sickness has been dis-
closed that has surprised even physicians working
among the poor. This was especially true in England,
and particularly so among the women workers. In
certain investigations made in this country, for exam-

ple, in that in Rochester, N. Y., made by the Metro-
politan Life Insurance Company of New York City,
it was found that only, 63.8 per cent, of those incapaci-
tated for work employed physicians or were being
treated in institutions ; only 50 per cent, of the total
sick outside of institutions were in the care of physi-
cians, and only 45.3 per cent, of those sick but able to
work were being cared for. The State Charities Aid
Association made a study in Duchess County to ascer-
tain what percentage of those sick, in all classes of
society, obtained adequate care. By "adequate care"
is meant that service which results in the patient's
recovery when that can be expected, and which is of
such a character that neither the patient nor the com-

munity incurs avoidable risks. It was found that,
even among the well-to-do, 19 per cent, did not receive
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adequate care. Among the middle classes
—

those who
could pay for certain services for a certain length of
lime

—

50 per cent, were not adequately cared for,
and among the poor 68 per cent, received inadequate
care. In other words, to obtain the best economic
human value from employees or to give the best eco-
nomic value to an employer, there must be a change in
the method by which medical service can be obtained,
an improvement in the service rendered, and a broad-
ening oí opportunities to render this service.

Sickness in this country is still looked on as a per-
sonal misfortune. The social conscience has not yet
realized that sickness is an economic calamity for
which all members of the community are responsible in
varying degrees, and for which the whole community
I íays. 11 bears, of course, most hardly on the individual
who suffers the calamity, but the sickness of a com-
munity reduces its economic income, since it diminishes
the earning power of each individual who suffers.
The greatest economic asset that a workman possesses
is the health that enables him to go to work each day.
1 f he loses that, he loses his power of earning his liv-
ing. Most wage earners live on a wage from which
they can store up but little to protect them against
individual misfortune. The great misfortune of their
poverty is not that they are poor, but that when
calamity or misfortune befalls them, their poverty
changes to destitution and they must suffer the destitu-
tion or turn to public charity for aid. If, then, it is
possible to develop a health insurance scheme in which
sickness is regarded as a calamity that may befall am-
one, and in which every one has joined together to
sustain and aid those who are temporarily stricken, the
dire effects of sickness to the family or to the indi-
vidual arc warded off, poverty ceases to turn into des-
titution, and proper convalescence is possible to the
sick individual that he may regain his damaged health
and be again of a value equal to his former value as
an economic asset in the community. This is thc jus-
tification from a social point of view for the change
from the economic conditions under which we live to
those which a compulsory health insurance scheme
would bring about in a community.

In any health insurance scheme, intricate machinery
is necessary, and physicians are an essential part of
this machinery. The service rendered by the medical
profession must be on a business and not on a charity
basis. The public has long considered it a part of the
physician's duty to give his time and knowledge to
charity whenever the very poor were concerned. This
has been willingly and gladly given ; but because it has
been so willingly given is no justification for asking
that physicians under the health insurance law shall
not be justly and adequately remunerated for an ade-
quate service. Physicians must earn their livelihood in
carrying out the provisions of the law, and they are

justified in demanding that the standards of this liveli-
hood shall not be lowered from /the standards they
already possess. These are the standards of the pro-
fessional classes of the community, and not always
those of the daily wage earner.

All successful measures dealing with sickness insur-
ance require concentration of authority in local control.
Hence, under the contemplated law, the fund which
distributes the cash benefits and medical benefits is not
a state fund or any generalized corporate carrier, but a
local mutual benefit fund, the directorate of which is
composed equally of employers and workmen, with a
state representative. The state health insurance com-

mission divides the state into districts, none of W*1"-
shall contain less than 5,000 persons who are subject
compulsory health insurance. There shall be as tttëiv,
local funds in each district as shall be deemed nece5
sary. Each fund will have special whole time refer*;,
medical officers paid by the funds, whose duty it sha'
be to decide when the insured shall receive tbe slC
benefits and when the sick are well enough to go bac
to work. These medical officers must be paid a salnO'
as they are not permitted at any time to engage ••

private practice. They report to the health officer °fl
the local medical committee any unhealthy conditw"/
found or any infractions of the sanitary code or sai«1'
tary ordinances. They have the duties of a heal'
inspector to investigate and report, and they can"
removed on charges for failure to perform such duti*?
They are, however, paid by the funds and response'
to them, and are thus hired, by both the employers a«1,
employees to judge of the occurrence of sickness &C|of its limitations, and to give a general supervision cb""
ing its duration.

The standards under which these medical refera'.
are appointed are decided by the advisory nu'd"-''1
board to the commission, one member of which is te-
state commissioner of health. Examinations \°
appointment are held either by the state civil servtf
board or by some other adequate board. The rne*J*'cal referees work under regulations agreed on by *'•
directorate of the funds and the local medical boar*-'
It is thus possible to obtain high grade men who ha*
a grasp of preventive medicine and sanitation and a'*',
of internal medicine and surgery. This is a broa('e
specialism than is possessed by the average physic*8'
and surgeon today.

It has been strongly urged that all men doing execu-tive referee work should be executive officers of t'1,
state commission and not of the funds, on the grot«"',
that they would be more impartial, that they would «*
less apt to lean too much to the side of the funds or '.
the side of the patient, and that both employers a11
employees would be satisfied with any decision so lo'1^
as it was given by an impartial person representingf'
central power of the state. Theoretically this mi«?."
be so. Practically, officers appointed by the conn«'1:',
sion would not be responsible to the funds, and co««1
not be held to strict accountability by the funds.

_

would be a loss of local control and local authority
The local funds represent both employer and wof-**'
man, and it is necessary that they should control t",
men on whose decision depends the expenditure c

their money. A state referee would not be removal'
by the funds either for unsatisfactory or for inco»«!'1,
tent work, and if he were incompetent, it would not l*.
any advantage simply to transfer him from one fö*V
to another. In our system of government, appui"
ments by governmental commission are more liable '

be purely political than appointments by local fun*1','
because the self-interest of the funds would iofc
them to protect themselves against poor appointnieö?
This self-interest in money matters, this self-inter^in the expenses of these mutual funds, is the actl.)driving power to keep up the standards of service '

sickness insurance. Employers and workmen will ,

unwilling to see their earnings wasted, and this fac'°,will inevitably prove the force necessary to keep "'
essential standards. . .

The personal care of the insured is carried on .¡'j,panels of physicians. Every legally qualified physic'31in the state may, on application, be put on the p«"1'
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Worte
°* 1)n>'s'c'ans willing to do health insurance

of
V V-1 .s «^-strict. Any physician living on the edge

«-nte • i -Stl'Ct or an^ °ther physician so desiring may
law

' .name on one or more panels. The proposed
don ^.rov'rïes .«-h***«, if the medical work in a district "is
Ij-i "y salaried physicians or by physicians in estab-
0f "'ent funds, the requisite panels shall be formed
«ot '^ samc physicians. The insurance provided is
a , °!uy for the workmen but also for his dependents,
the •

e is contemplated free choice of physicians by
a.. lnsured, within reasonable geographic distance.
of Persons provided for in the law must be on the list
Paf0nie Physik*1- Free choice of physicians by any
cj lent must be subject to the willingness of the physi-niin *? ta'<e t'le Patient. The local medical committee
P'it tne Power t0 assign to some physician all
soi

'ents wno 'iave n°t become definitely settled on

ofrt, pilysician's list- Probably there must be a limit
tro nui*«ber of. patients that a panel physician may*»• > If this is not done the English error of having' small fraction of physicians care for a majority of
• e.Patients, producing hurried medical service andadequate care to the sick, will be repeated. Five
as tí-/* *arm''es> or 1.000 insured, or some such ratio
_. "bts, which would give to each physician an average
u tw*-nty or thirty patients a day to see, would be a

co i maximum- This is a matter, however, that
Dl •

We*l De le*^t for executive regulation. The panelysicians must group themselves together, as such, in
th i

t'lat tney may aPP°int their representatives one Jocal medical committee and also that the interests
te f Physicians who are on the panels may be pro-
th ^ orga'«ization. Under such organiaztion or

rough existing medical societies these physicians,' 0l,ld they so desire, may contemplate collective bar-
j"'."'"«?- This collective bargaining should be per-
m ¿r ' Dut i* sltoulti not be the only method by which

edical service could be arranged. Panel physicians
«Pii give the sick adequate care for ordinary needs.
j

le medical referee as an officer of Üie funds takes
• °m the panel physicians all responsibility of decid-

8 when a patient is sick enough to receive cash and
e(lical benefits, and when he is well enough to cease

• receive these. Experience abroad has shown defi-
,e*y that it is impossible to combine this responsibility

I \tlic daily care of the sick in one physician. If the'  ysician who has the daily care of the patient must
so. decide when the patient is to go on the funds or

-,!? the funds, as it is called, there is incessant friction.
. «ere is always the accusation of collusion with the
., nds to drive sick people to work or of collusion with
..c patient to put healthy men bn the funds or to keep(¿m there. Hence the necessity of the medical referee
•nçer of the funds deciding all questions involvinge8jmiing, duration and cessation of benefits.

r Hie usual body with which the directorate of the
, "id will deal in medical matters is a definitely organ-¿ed loeal medical committee. The various regulations.pessary for the control of all medical matters in any.strict, that is, regulations referring to panel physi-ja,*s, to dispensaries and hospitals, to specialists, and
"•itists, to thc relationship between the panel physi-

. ans and the medical referee officers and between doc-
rs. druggists and nurses, and all such relations as are

ecessary for the intricate running of a health insur-
jg.ee law must be supervised by the local medical com-
.'tte, composed of representatives of the panel physi-.a'is and of representatives of the dispensary and hos-tal attending staffs, and also

—

and here is a very

important point
—

a member of the local health depart-
ment or the local health officer. This committee has
the power to pass on and report to the directorate of
the local fund on all regulations affecting medical mat-
ters promulgated by that directorate. In the majority
of cases these two boards will agree. But if they fail
to agree, an arbitration committee is to be formed con-
sisting of a representative of the local sick fund, a
representative of the local medical committee, and a
third person who shall be appointed by a county judge
or by a justice of the supreme court. This arbitration
committee has the final decision in these matters, unless
there be an appeal on either side to the advisory medi-
cal board and through that to the commission. It
seems necessary that this local medical committee
should have the veto power to be exerted only againstthe appointment of an unfit medical referee officer bythe local sick fund. It should not have the power, nor
should it be permitted to recommend medical referees
to the fund, but it should be able to prevent unfit
referees from being appointed. This doubtless would
be rarely used, but it should be in existence.

There should be in many localities, if not in all, a

corps of consultants to furnish second opinions. This
is especially true of small towns which lack dispensary
service and may lack sufficient hospital accommoda-
tions. The consultants may be connected with dispen-saries or hospitals, or may not be. They should act as
referees in purely medical and surgical questions when-
ever there is an insistent demand or an insistent appealfrom the decision of the medical referee officer of thc
fund.

Under the health insurance law the dispensaries
would be places for group medicine, that is, for the
gathering together of all specialists, and consultingopinions in general medicine and surgery may be
secured. Any patient can be sent by any physician to
the dispensary to obtain special treatment or an opinion
on some special condition, or he may be sent to a gen-eral practitioner at the dispensary for an opinion on
di.-ignosis or therapeutics. This second opinion — that
is, this consultation — should be granted to the patient
whenever it is demanded by the patient, by the panelphysician, by the medical officer of the funds, or by the
directorate of the funds. Under the panel system everypatient is under the care of some panel physician, and
therefore panel physicians cannot treat in dispensaries
in every day medical and surgical care the patients of
other panel physicians. Panel physicians can act as
consultants in the dispensary, but it would not seem
possible to have the ordinary advice in internal medi-
cine in the dispensary as is done today. If the panelphysician is restricted in the number of patients he can
treat, and if patients are not permitted to change their
panel physicians except at stated intervals, patientscertainly cannot go from physician to physician or from
dispensary to dispensary to be treated for ordinary ail-
ments. If they are going there with the knowledge of
their physician for a second opinion on diagnosis or
therapeutics, the dispensary will prove a boon to them
and to the community; but if any other condition is
allowed, the dispensaries will prove a never^easing
source of trouble, friction and confusion. The differ-
ent specialties can be followed in the dispensary, or the
specialists outside the dispensaries can send their
patients to men in the dispensaries for the consultant's
opinion, if they so desire. But here again the division
must be made to prevent incessant confusion. The
dispensaries will be a boon because they will develop
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into the best examples of group medicine. Free dis-
pensaries will cease to exist. The medical and surgi-
cal care furnished in dispensaries will be paid for the
same as to other physicians under the insurance act.
1 f, in the community, there remain patients who are
not under the insurance law, who desire to go to the
dispensary, that is a question outside of the insurance
law, and regulations must be- promulgated and enforced
to regulate such special groups of patients.

There must also be ample hospital accommodations
for patients who need hospital care. Patients sent to
hospitals must be attended by members of the staff
who are regularly enrolled on the panels. A reorgani-
zation of the basis on which physicians do their work-
in municipal hospitals, and even in private hospitals,
would have to take place. At present, both public and
private hospitals accept fees for the treatment of
patients under the workmen's compensation laws, but
it is forbidden the attending staff to accept any of these
fees, and these are kept from them and go to the hos-
pital. The exploitation of physicians should cease.
The men working under the act should receive their
just dues for the care of these patients, the hospital
charging its just due for their nursing, food and lodg-
ing. But hospital care and medical care should be
distinctly separated, and the whole of hospital nurs-

ing expenses should not be charged as is now done to
medical fees.

We come now to the consideration of the state
medical advisory board. This forms part of the gen-
eral state supervision, and should be taken into con-
sideration with the state health insurance commission.
This advisory board is composed of representatives of
the various state medical societies and the state com-
missioner of health. It passes on all regulations relat-
ing to medical benefits and on the relation of physi-
cians and surgeons to the insured, and the commission
waits for the approval of this board before putting
these regulations into effect. The commission may
put temporary regulations into effect for not more than
six months. To this medical advisory board are
referred all disputes regarding medical benefit that
have come from the local committees on appeal
through the arbitration committee to the commission.
This medical advisory board also decides on the stand-
ards on which the local medical referee officers shall
be appointed, and gives these standards either to the
civil service commission to hold the necessary exam-
inations or to some other authorized body whose duty
it is to examine these medical referee officers for the
local funds. In the law as now contemplated the
slate commissioner of health is a member of this
advisory board, but if thought advisable the secre-

tary of the state board of health could be desig-
nated. The state board of health has the power
through him to see that in the standards promul-
gated by the medical advisory board for the local
medical referee officers there shall be included stand-
ards of sanitation and preventive medicine which will
enable these referee officers to act in an intelligent
manner in regard to the questions of preventive medi-
cine anrl sanitation in their daily duties in supervising
the care of the sick under the local funds. Moreover,
the local medical officer or the representative of the
local board of health is on each local medical com-

mittee, and the regulations under which the work is
done in each district has been passed on by the cen-

tral health authorities. This health insurance law
does not detract or take away in any manner from the

powers already possessed by thc state health depart"
ment or by any local health department in the state-
The powers of both the state and the local health
departments are widely autocratic and should be SO«;
and they are not hampered or diminished in any W«*ï
by this act as contemplated. This act, as a matter o'
fact, broadens the field of preventive medicine aii(J
sanitation and gives wider and better opportunit,c-s
than is now possible for the health departments t0

put into effect their regulations, because the opp°r"
tunity is here offered to promulgate standards by whjcj'
men may be appointed and regulations under wh«c"
officers shall work which shall contain all the necessary
provisions for the problems of preventive medicinc
and for the control of sanitation. The idea has bee"
widely disseminated that this health insurance law does
not provide for the great problems

-

of preventtV*
medicine and for the sanitation of the community,
it does not, it will be due to the failure of the member5
of the health department of the state and of the loca'
departments to grasp the broad opportunities bere
offered through the control of their representatives by
means of the standards under which they are appointed
and the regulations under which they work. There l5

here both local and central control. If there arise5
any dispute between two local committees about san''
tary matters, the local power over them possessed by
the local health department can quickly force a ded'
sion. Such power exists today, and there is nothi'1«?
in the health insurance act to diminish that power-
If disputes arise between two committees of separate
districts, the state health department has control an"
can exert it. The same power is'possessed by state
and local health departments under this law as is n°^v
possessed, and can be exerted, and the same respond'
hility rests with them to exert it.

Under the health insurance law there are al«5°
advisory boards to the central state health insurant
commission from the local sick funds and also fr°nï
the trained nu«%ses, appointed by the state society °

trained nurses, where one exists. The organization
of an efficient form of nursing under this law ¡s '

necessary feature and one which will be formulate-1-
The regulations would probably run parallel to tbe
medical regulations, because harmony between the«
two sets of regulations will be necessary. There ^y
also have to be regulations regarding the prescribí'1*'
of drugs, both for the economical prescribing of th
necessary medicine and the economical provision °

surgical supplies and the various appliances, such •_ -.
eye glasses and trusses.. These are part of the medic*1
benefits, and are paid for by the local funds. They«
therefore, come in under the regulation of the boar1
of directors of the local sick fund. All regulation1!
regarding them will have to be promulgated in genei-«*
by the commission, and, if necessary, modified und**
the advice and guidance of the directorate of the loc«-^
sick fund. These details, however, should be reg"'
lated by executive order of the commissioners and «l0
be put into the fundamental organic law of the state-
There are matters that need quick action, and there
fore should not be in that part of the law w*^ f*requires legislative action to change, but should be je
to the discretion of the commission in order that they
may be changed at any time.

The state health insurance commission appointed y"
the governor is composed of a chairman, a physic'8^
and a third member. The medical profession h'1'.
wisely insisted that it shall be adequately represente
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on gil
COrn committees before which their interests would
ar] decision, and in the scheme here outlined this
provicf a rePresentation of the profession has been
fai. «. .

an(* safeguarded in a manner that is just anddl{.ht0 the profession.
that "6 ^Uesti°n °f remuneration to physicians is one
sj0 ,s n.°t yet decided. Some members of the profes-Tliev"1S*St tha* '.* sha11 be definitely- stated in the law.
after hre Unw.1««*UnS to leave it to executive regulation
in le 'aw is passed. The experience of physicians
York states' especially in Massachusetts and in New
them' Un<ier workmen's compensation laws, has made
' bes rfa tllat their interests were not safeguarded.
resD

e a^ys were passed before physicians realized the
(lut- "sibilities that would come to them or what their
notics w°uld be under the law. One'of the most
laws t i teatures °f the workmen's compensation
vifjpj , ay is the totally inadequate surgical care pro-
son a

^le «'aw ^or tne rea**y seriously injured per-
0rabl ,tne inadequate remuneration which any hon-
s°n \ -I

^ ,ysician may obtain when caring for any per-

Th
-.«who js seriously injured.1P_e 1T,*-thods of remuneration should be discussed,

«fcüit are four possible ways of payment: by straight
|.¡n;u- 0n> by visitation, by some variation or com-

«iai'is 0lR°^ tnese two, or by salaried district physi-
is '. % straight capitation is meant that the doctor
s«'hei «

S° .muc'1 Per patient per year. This is the
Sehen-,'! wmcn is-employed in England, and is the
tice 1C °^ ^ ordinary lodge practice and club prac-nlei^tas seen in this country. It is a method of pay-
in^ ,^'"*ch has always produced inadequate service,
w]l0 stactory to both physician and patient. Those
wh0 ea.u*re the greatest amount of care and those
i-ece«are really sick are the ones who are liable to

e disproportionately less care than they should
these evils are inherent in the method, and ithave C -^Proportionately less care than they should

is «.' Hiese evils are inherent in the method, and it
i-.!, COndemnation of these evils which has causedsUch

profe .S°rous condemnation and resentment in the
lice Sf10n a£a'nst the lodge practice and contract prac-
giVj . tQday. Everywhere an underpaid physicianlci«inf ,,na<^e.(luate and hurried service is held in con-

onlv ms Patients and by his profession. The
eliej rec°mmendation for this method is that it is the
^'Ictdf1 aiK' a'so tne easiest method for the funds to

Th '10W mucn medical care will cost.
'HostC Pa-Vm^nt by visitation is acknowledged to be the
Patie ?Xl:)en^ive method, since the physician treats his
°ach '• aS m orclinary private practice, and charges
th0lJ ,vi.sit Pro rata against the funds. Expensive
the e\

!* ma-v be' unless it is proved to be prohibitive,
method01?6 ^er se *s not a va*i°- objection against this
the oat' a-er this method there is no question that
to he lents receive the best care. It has always proved
patient rC sat's factory than any other method to both
of c SfianCl doctors. The time honored relationship
Patient i'-106 anc* Pr*vacy between physician and
erCcj ,

' ylnch from time immemorial has been consid-
i-(jnn, esirable, is best conserved under this method of
Hren eratlon« In certain towns in Germany, such as
lias th"' S 's tne method employed, and its operation
tricts efeJ3roved satisfactory. In certain rural dis-
Which j.ermany it is also the only method under
tliat wi't?e care 's Siven- ^ is urgeo- against it
always 1 an Unknown morbidity of disease there is
"''jccti0an Un'<n°wn expense facing the funds. This
'Realise" fS0Unc^s stronger than it really is in fact,
I'iditv 0fa f«r a ^ew months' trial the varying mor-

3 district can be fairly well gaged, and unless

there is some unforseen outbreak of an epidemic, the
morbidity as calculated runs along with very little
variation of error. It is further urged against this
method that unnecessary visits may be made. If this
proves to be true there must be a procedure by which
a dishonest physician may be dropped from the panels
and, unless reinstated, prevented by law from receiving
further remuneration from the insured under the
health insurance law. The local committees and the
physicians on the panels must protect tliemselves
against the action of dishonest physicians. This has
been done in England and Germany, and can be suc-
cessfully done here.

It is possible that a compromise between the methods
of capitation and visitation may be put in force. It is
a more complicated method than either one of the
other two, but, like all compromises, it may appeal to
many people. The method referred to is that by which
the local sick funds give a lump sum to some respon-
sible medical society. Physicians give their services
by visits and by work done, and calculate each visit
and each kind of service as so many points and charge
the total number of points against the medical society.
At the end of each quarter each physician hands in his
record of points made, and the total number of points
of services given are divided into the total lump sum
of money, and each point has a certain value for that
quarter, the value of each point varying from quarter
to quarter according to the amount of work done. The
disadvantage of this method is that the more work that
is done the more the value of each point diminishes,
and there comes a time when, with the amount of
money remaining stationary, a period of great mor-

bidity, such as an epidemic, would cause double the
amount of work to be performed, and the value of the
point would be one-half its value in ordinary times.
Hence a physician is paid by the law of diminishing
returns the greater amount of services he gives. This
is unquestionably unjust and soon forces the same
situation of an overworked physician, underpaid, giv-
ing hurried service. To obviate this, it is possible to
agree that if the morbidity of a district increases above
a certain amount, physicians shall be remunerated per
point of service done at the rate of the average value
of the points as shown in the previous three years.
This would prevent the injustice of this law of dimin-
ishing returns in payment referred to above, and would
be a just remuneration on a just basis. Of course,
under this proposed law there would be 100 per cent,
collection of all just medical fees, a factor which
should be taken into account in considering the
remuneration of physicians.

The medical organization as outlined here is a well
balanced scheme by which the quarrels and friction
produced under the health insurance laws of the old
world are avoided. It gives to the medical profession
the standing and the privileges for which the English
physicians had to fight

—

that of adequate representa-
tion throughout the entire scheme on the committees
before which their interests will come. It prevents
the incessant wrangling of the German scheme because
of the false position in which the physician is there
placed, in which he is forced not only to give the daily
care to his patients but also to decide when they are

put on and off the sick fund. In this scheme this deci-
sion is relegated to the special medical officer of-the
funds. This medical officer has other functions which
safeguard the interests of the patients. Because it is
his duty to decide whether or not the patient can con-
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tinue to receive cash benefits, he is in constant touch
with the panel physician, and if affairs are not going
well medically he can at all times obtain the necessary
second opinion and aid to bring about the best care of
the patient.

All possible disputes between panel physicians and
the funds or between patients and the funds are safe-
guarded by arbitration committees, and the whole
scheme of health insurance is delegated to local organi-
zations oí funds and physicians by which the real
work can be best carried out. The proposed plan
avoids the English mistake of huge insurance carriers
with their thousands of insured scattered heiter skelter
in masses or individuals throughout the entire country.
All health insurance to be successful must be locally
controlled, and thc medical benefits and medical nursing
are done by local control under this present scheme.

The scheme outlined takes what is best in the Ger-
man method of giving medical benefits sufficient to
guard the health and the best interests of the patients.
It furnishes not only daily care, but develops the
means by which a patient may obtain a second opinion
for diagnosis or for therapeutics whenever it is desired.
The scheme as here promulgated in the dispensaries
and hospitals offers not only a better method than is
now in vogue, but also the very scheme through which
medicine is developing and through which it is bound
to develop to the highest degree in the near future —

that of group medicine. It offers in districts, in which
there are no dispensaries or hospitals, consultants from
whom the necessary second opinion may be obtained
even though the development of group medicine has
not proceeded so far as in more densely settled com-
munities. This health insurance scheme is also linked
firmly together with the present existing powers of
the health departments. The standards through which
the local officers of the funds are appointed are super-
vised by the health commissioner himself before being
promulgated. In each local medical committee there is
a health officer with the full powers of the health
department behind him, and there is in the law a pro-
vision that if the medical officers of the funds do not
properly report and do not take proper cognizance of
sanitation and preventive medicine in their daily work,
it is a cause sufficient to bring about their trial and
removal from their position. Every endeavor has
been made to uphold the hands of the present health
authorities and continue their present great powers for
good. As far as organization is possible, as far as it
is possible to give power and responsibility, they have
been adequately linked together. Every endeavor has
been made to localize responsibility for the perform-
ance of each duty, and with this responsibility the
endeavor has been made to give adequate power to
perform it. This is true of the ordinary every day
medical and surgical work of the profession and
equally true in the great fields of preventive medicine
and sanitation of the health department. There
remains only the personal equation of the human
machine ; and the human personal equation until put
to the trial is always an unknown quantity.

Medical Fossils.—Occasionally I meet with men who are

•still living professionally in their undergraduate days, read-
ing the same old books, and writing the same old prescrip-
tions, both blind and deaf to the changed environment.
Fortunately the more intelligent of the public easily recognize
these fossils and appraise them at their true worth. They
are interesting as relics of the past, but worthless in the
present.—V. C. Vaughan, M.D., Science, Dec. 8, 1916.

A CONSIDERATION OF THE SERO-
BIOLOGIC REACTIONS AFTER

FIVE YEARS OF OBSER-
VATION

CHARLES R. BALL, M.D.
ST. PAUL

Somebody has said that the serobiologic reactions
have created a new science. It may also be said they
have given us a new symptomatology. If we regard
them as symptoms and not as reactions, they become
much easier of understanding and interpretation.
The lack of understanding concerning them has been
due chiefly to two things : First, we do not know the
source of the so-called antibodies which are necessary
for a positive Wassermann, or the origin of the
lymphocytosis or increase of globulin content which
occurs not only in the spinal fluid but in the blood as
well. Naturally, then, all our knowledge thus far in

regard to these reactions has been obtained by the
inductive method, that is, drawing conclusions from
individual observations and striking an average or a

percentage to be used in the formulation of genera
rules about them from the sum total of observation.

In any knowledge obtained in this way, it is natura
to expect that new observations will be reported fro'11
time to time which require some modification of pre'
vious conceptions. In the second place, in the app'1'
cation of general laws to any particular class of cases«
there are always the exceptions to be taken into C0n*
sideration. These reactions or symptoms were aíte1'
found where, from the nature of the case, we did no

expect them to occur, or, on the other hand, absent »

cases in which, according to our previous knowledge«
we thought they ought to be. If, then, we view thes
reactions as symptoms, which they certainly are, an
study their interpretation in connection with and as w

do other symptoms in any case, much of this past cdv
fusion in regard to them will disappear. We do i«°
expect to find all the symptoms of a disease present •'

every case. Not every case of meningitis presents <

Kernig's sign or rigidity of the neck. Furthermore'
not every case of rigidity of the neck is diagnosed a

meningitis. Nystagmus is a common symptom of m11 '

tiple sclerosis, but it would be a serious mistake '

regard every case in which the symptoms of nystajï'
mus was present as a case of multiple sclerosis-
Tremor is an important and frequent symptom °

paralysis agitans, yet we would fail to recognize ma'1)
cases of this affection if we excluded the diagnose
because of the absence of tremor.

We must learn to think of the serobiologic symP
toms as we do all other symptoms and realize th«1
their value and the interpretation which we give thcl
is not an isolated one, but depends largely on W.
syndrome accompanying them. In this new syinP
lomatology, as in the old, it is not in the typical cases \
which the symptoms are present that difficulty
interpretation arises, but in those in which these symP
toms are irregular or only partly present.

In the beginning of the Wassermann era the impJ'e
sion was quite general that a negative Wasserma'«
made the diagnosis of syphilis extremely doubttij

Read before the Section on Nervous and Mental Diseases at theSixty-Seventh Annual Session of the American Medical Association,
Detroit, June, 1916.

This article and the one by Dr. Pilsbury which follows complete the

symposium on Syphilis of the Nervous System, which was
begunwiththe articlesby Drs. Schaller, and Riggs andHammeslastweek.
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